Inside Out

Scotland Quiz

Team A

1. Match a question to an answer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the capital of Scotland?
What’s the name of the skirt that men wear in Scotland?
What does loch (as in Loch Ness) mean?
What is the traditional Scottish meal made of sheep’s intestines and cereal called?
What’s the name of the highest mountain in Scotland?
What is the population of Scotland?
On January 25th Scottish people celebrate the birth of their most famous poet. What is
this celebration called?
8. What’s the name of the famous Scot who invented the telephone?
9. The patron saint of Scotland is St. Andrew. He is patron saint of which other country?

2. Prepare a multiple-choice quiz for Team B. Use the questions and answers from 1.
Example:

What is the capital of Scotland?
a. Aberdeen
b. Glasgow
c. Edinburgh (ü)

Try your hardest to be creative, and even amusing.
3. Take it in turns to read your questions to Team B or exchange tests with Team B
and work together to complete Team B’s quiz.
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Inside Out

Scotland Quiz

Team B

1. Match a question to an answer
1. In the film Braveheart, what was the name of the character played by Mel Gibson?
2. What is the checked pattern on Scottish clothing called?
3. Names like MacGregor and MacDonald are popular in Scotland. What does Mac
mean?
4. Which cereal is Scottish malt whisky made from?
5. Which sport was first played in Scotland?
6. What are the traditional musical instruments which make a strange sound called?
7. What’s the name of the famous Scot who invented the television?
8. What’s the name of the delicious biscuit made in Scotland?
9. What do Scottish people call English people as a joke or an insult?

2. Prepare a multiple-choice quiz for Team A. Use the questions and answers from 1.
Example:

In the film Braveheart, what was the name of the character played by Mel
Gibson?
a. Ronald McDonald
b. William Wallace (ü)
c. Robert Bruce

Try your hardest to be creative, and even amusing.
3. Take it in turns to read your questions to Team A or exchange tests with Team A
and work together to complete Team A’s quiz.
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